MEET THE CANDIDATES
SERIES - PART I

Diebold Machines:
Election Fraud

Diane Richards: Candidate for Supervisor Dist. 5
West Hayfork, Hyampom, South Trinity

Why are you running for Supervisor?
After years of trying to work with the Supervisors and attending their meetings, it became apparent to me that if I wanted our county to abide
by the Constitution and our own state and local
laws, I would have to run for Supervisor. People’s rights are being trampled by many within
this county government who have no regard for
due process, property rights, free speech; nothing is sacred to them nor to their law firm that
actually seems to be running the county. The law
firm benefits when irate citizens sue the county
over grievances and rights violations. They get
paid win or lose. Meanwhile, the taxpayer is the
one stuck with the bill from the law firm and
from the prevailing party. Again and again.
What skills or experience can you bring to
the table if elected Supervisor?
I have managed and run many businesses sometimes as many as five at a time. I assisted American companies to locate operations overseas by
lobbying governments to waive restrictions on
foreign investors and use of natural resources.
I was very active as a grassroots lobbyist for
ranchers, farmers and hunters at the state Capitol. I have been successful in moving the monolith we know as the U.S. Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management to change their
policies and programs. I can be very tenacious
when it comes to solving problems, by finding
Continued on pg 5

Weaverville - Each voter may want to take
a photo of their ballot and keep their ballot receipt in a safe place because election
fraud seems to be very likely in this next
election which many believe will decide
if the American way of life is to survive,
thrive or die. The prior California Secretary
of State Debra Bowen de-certified Diebold
voting machines due to the ease of manipulating the vote. In a statement she said that
an entire election can be manipulated in less
than 30 seconds. Trinity County still uses
Diebold machines.
In 2004, after an initial investigation into
the company’s practices, Secretary of State
of California Kevin Shelley issued a ban on
one model of Diebold voting machines in
that state. California Attorney General Bill
Lockyer, joined the state of California into a
false claims suit filed in November 2003 by
Bev Harris and Alameda County citizen Jim
March. The suit charged that Diebold had
given false information about the security
and reliability of Diebold Election Systems
machines that were sold to the state. To settle
the case, Diebold agreed to pay $2.6 million
and to implement certain reforms.On August
3, 2007, California Secretary of State Debra
Bowen decertified Diebold and three other
continued on page 6

Guv Brown Parole Board has
RELEASED 1923 Prisoners with
LIFE Sentences (Not a Typo)

By Stephen Frank - California Political Review
Sacramento - Jerry Brown is the best friend of a murderer, next to
the ACLU or California AG Harris. So far, he has released 1923
killers, with Life sentences. But, to make it look good the high
profile killers, like the Manson clan, they usually stay in prison—
so it looks good. The run of the mill killer of families, children
and other criminals—he puts them back on the streets. “There
isn’t enough room to go through chapter and verse of recent questionable parole decisions. Even Governor Brown has been forced
to reverse a few of these grants, but the fact is there has been a
tsunami of releases of “lifers” since his 2010 election as Governor. In the past six years, his Parole Board has freed an astounding 1,963 felons serving “life sentences” for murder, robbery,
and other violent crimes. That is more than the four Governors
combined before Governor Brown! How did these lifers do when
released? Well, as the Los Angeles Times wrote in their story
continued on page 8

CalPers Washes Hands of Unfunded Liabilities

BY RED SMITH
n a move much anticipated and feared by financial analysts, city managers/council
members and government employees, CalPers has cashed in their contractual “get out of
jail free” card. CalPers has announced that it is removing it’s unfunded liabilities and debt
burden from the funds risk pooling structure and handing the obligation off to local municipalities to place in their budgetary red columns. Local Cities and Counties must now
find a way to budget and pay for the funding gap between retirees and current employees.
This means local governments must not only pay for current service staff but the unfunded
portion of retired staffs pension plans. Now, all of it, and the prior expected deficits are
much higher than thought. Tragically the financial exposure has turned from a quick sneak
a peak to a full blown bend over and grab your ankles. Within the last few weeks it has
been brought into the light that CalPers actual unfunded liabilities were astronomically
higher than anticipated. It was discovered the pension slush fund has been pushing it’s debt
burden out by decades on it’s financial statements and attaching unrealistic annual interest
returns to meet a model of financial viscosity. This method, referred to by CalPers as the
“blended glide path”, allowed the fund managers, on paper, to disguise funding figures that
showed billions of dollars due immediately to millions of dollars spread over decades. To

I

continued on pg 7
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Letters
to
the
Editor
Trinty County Needs To Grow &
Prosper - Support Diane Richards

Stealing

This is for the young people, seniors in high
school,
early college students and old hippies. We
Trinity County is one of the most beausee
a
lot
of you supporting Sanders for president.
tiful places California has to offer but certainly
has its challenges. It’s lack of employment op- You believe Bernie can send you to college for free.
portunities contributes to its very high unem- It is a lie. No working person wants to give you
ployment rate. Add to this the fact that the fail- money, nor do they want to pay more in taxes. So
ure of proper highway and forest management now, corporations and wealthy people all over this
will create large degree of uncertainty for the country are preparing for several contingencies at
future of the county as a whole. If Trinity is go- election time. If this evil old socialist, [all socialing to grow and prosper, It needs to begin with ists and communists are evil, as they promote the
a change in representation for the 5th district on destruction of human rights], were to get elected, in
the Board of Supervisors. There is one person November, it will give the wealthy taxpayer plenty
who I know can bring about the change that is of time to remove their money from the system to
so desperately needed. That person is Diane prevent you or any other nondeserver access to it.
Richards. She truly thinks and acts out of the By late January, all the money that Bernie would
box and will go above and beyond to get things steal from those who work would be gone or hiddone! I personally know that Diane Richards den, and that is a good thing, as those who do not
cares about people, especially those that tradi- earn money on their own, do not deserve the money
of others.
tionally do not have a voice.
There is no free education, nor health care. The
The last time I visited Trinity, Diane Richards
expressed her concern to restore forest health money would come from the already over taxed
and fire resiliency through proper management and regulated worker. Then, he wants to tax some
of resources. This echoes the same concerns people up to 90% of their earnings to supposedly
and urgency I heard from county officials and pay for the education of freeloaders and non deservbusinesses. If Trinity is ever to return the sus- ers. You young people do not deserve their money
tainability of its natural resources, the people because you did not earn it.
Next, the American worker is looking for and findneed a voice like Diane Richards on your Board
ing
lots of tax breaks to shut down the stealing of
of Supervisors.
their
money by you. The 32 hour work week, cash
As a Chamber of Commerce member Diane
on
Friday
is a way for people to not pay taxes. Cash
Richards supports business and job growth
while consistently embracing fiscal responsi- and barter systems also keep money from those who
bility and government transparency. In order to do not deserve it. Bernie has never had a job, never
grow and prosper, this county should put Diane hired or fired, never had to worry about his business, meeting payroll, etc. He does not have what
Richards on the board of supervisors.
There are many needs to be addressed in Trinity it takes.
No overtime. Most overtime is taxed up to 50%.
County and Diane Richards is your best bet!
Why work it? I never did, took comp time off, enMatt Heath
joyed it. Many patriotic businesses are offering cash
2014 Candidate for State Assembly
for overtime. All because they do not want their
707-327-9831
money to go to lazy young people who think they
We Have A Right To Be Heard
are entitled to it. And they are not. Plus, we can supplement our incomes bypassing overtime for free
I am writing this letter to show sup- time to participate in the burgeoning underground
port for Diane Richards. Diane is a candidate economy.
for District 5 Supervisor representing Southern
Then, you wussie freeloaders want cuddle rooms
Trinity County. While John Fenley, the present on campus to be safe from those who do not agree
supervisor, is quite good at attending the Se- with you. The students where I teach will dominior Breakfast and donating to the Mad Buck, nate and control you, rule you. You get upset behe does very little to represent the rest of us in cause someone wrote Trump 2016 in chalk at some
District 5. He might respond to the wishes of schools. If I were in school, you would see a lot
the old timers, but he doesn’t even return phone more, you cannot stop free speech, even speech
calls from the rest of us. Just because we do you disagree with. Wimps. I wear clothing with a
not belong to the Old Guard doesn’t mean we crucifix on them, I say prayers before I eat, and do
do not have opinions and points of view that not care if you are threatened or offended by it. The
should be considered. We need a supervisor Constitution says nothing about your feelings, nor
who will listen and respond to ‘All of Us’ in the do I care about them. The Constitution protects all
community and not just a select few. We have a speech, and if you interfere, you will and should be
right to be heard too! Diane Richards will bring punished.
new outlooks and ideas into play rather than
Socialist countries, like Cuba, Russia, Venezuela,
blindly following the party line. She would and others, crush the LGBT community. Torture,
take opinions from the whole community into segregate, and persecute them. Food and medical
consideration before making a decision. If we shortages caused by failed government people, cordon’t change leadership, nothing will change. rupt and criminal, is the norm in these countries. We
Please support Diane Richards.
will not let that happen here, Bernie or not. No pri			
Art Riegel
vate property, or property rights under socialist pig
			
Mad River
regimes. Happy with the planning dept here trying
Disclaimer: This paper does not ad- to steal land, using compliance to
TRINITY GAZETTE
vocate or endorse any activities that do so? That is just a taste of corrupt
are in violation of Federal, State, or
Trinity County’s
Local laws. Title 17 U.S.C. section land grabbing government punks
107: In compliance with Title 17 prevalent in socialist countries, or
Real News Source
U.S.C. Section 107, TRINITY GAAddress all mail to:
ZETTE is distributed free, without corrupt local county governments
profit to those who have expressed
Editor, Diane Richards
like ours here. They take money
a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and from the rank and file, and give it to
Trinity Gazette
educational purposes. All logos and
P O Box 501 trademarks in this site are property department heads. Typical socialist
of their respective owner. FAIR USE behavior.
Hayfork, Calif. 96041
NOTICE: This site contains copyInstead of donating money to failrighted material the use of which
For customer service,
has not always been specifically ure Bernard, invest in yourself, earn
SUBSCRIPTIONS and news
authorized by the copyright owner.
We are making such material avail- your education instead of mooch for
tips call: (650) 296-2169 or
able in our efforts to advance underit, get a backbone and man up. Or be
standing of environmental, political,
email to
human rights, economic, democracy, our slaves.
wethepeople2007@gmail.com
scientific, and social justice issues,
Arnold Ziffle
etc. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
www.trinitygazette.net
use’ of any such copyrighted material
Zenia
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of US Copyright Law.
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Diane Will Bring Back Sanity to Our Govt.
I am supporting Diane Richards for 5th district supervisor. Diane has been involved in this counties government for years. She has lived in this county for many years,
and has seen it’s decline first hand.
Just a short time ago, we were invaded by city slickers who
came here to show us their way. It does not work. Trying to
implement the league of cities, and bringing the corruption
that goes with it, has hurt this county economically. The 3
supervisors we need to replace have created unwarranted
debt to our county, all the while cheating the taxpayer at
every turn. They have hurt and frightened many people with
their arrogant ways, demonizing people for heating their
homes with wood, driving older cars, and “too bad if your
neighbor doesn’t like you”, causing people distress.
Diane will bring back sanity to our govt. She will help
people instead of harassing them. One way she will do this
is by stopping the county from implementing illegal ordinances on private property, and stopping the planning dept.
from their illegal land grab attempts. There are laws that the
planning dept has ignored and broken, hurting some land
owners.
She will stop secret meetings by the board, and set up
live steaming of the meetings so we know what is said live.
She will also reduce fuel loads which threaten our homes,
through the Trinity County Wildfire Protection Plan, which
has been ignored by the present board. And no more “closed
door” meetings.
Diane will bring fiscal responsibility by auditing the county for graft, corruption, and misuse of our money. Restore
the court house to us and pay off the illegal bond.
It is imperative we change the board, if nothing else than
to save what is left of our county resources. But more important, to stop the govt agencies, like the planning dept,
from trying to steal our land and way of life. To stop dept.
heads from stealing money from the rank and file to enhance their own benefits, and stop oppressing the working
poor of this county. Diane can make big positive changes,
and rid us of the liars, thieves, and corrupt people who are
in now. Do away with corrupt dept heads like Tipett, who
allegedly and illegally gets kick backs for his contracts.
Diane has worked hard as a homesteader, she understands
the needs of the economically depressed, and she believes
in fair play. She is honest, and knowledgeable. She cares
deeply for the Constitution, and the rights it bestows on us.
She also knows there are those, some presently on the board,
who despise the Constitution. They must be removed, as
they are violating our human rights.
Diane is a leader with a new direction of honesty, accountability, and integrity for our county. Please join me in
voting for Diane Richards, 5th district supervisor for Trinity
county. Thank you.
			
Jim Gund
			
Kettenpom

Support For Diane Richards

I see Diane Richards is challenging the Supervisor
Seat in District - 5. She will be perfect for that position.
She is quite knowledgeable about local, state and federal
happenings. If she needs to know something she will
search for an answer from her heart or an investigation.
She is fair, honest, humble and truthful as well as trustworthy. While I do not live in Trinity County, but have known
and talked to Diane for the last several years, written for
and read the Trinity Gazette, I would be more than glad to
cast my vote for Diane Richards - District 5. I hope those
in District 5 will feel the same way! Thank you.		
				
Nita Still

Last Free County in California
This is a response to a response to my article
in Marchs paper: We have lived free here longer than
any other county. If other counties are complying there
is no reason we should be allowed otherwise. We should
be grateful that it is cheaper here than any other county
especially southern California. I need to put on my big
girl panties and accept things as they are. Pay what they
want, build and move on. that’s the way it is and I need
to accept it. I said that I would sell and move to another
state before giving the government money for something
I don’t need.(ie: electrical permit to plug a light into a
generator (I was quoted this by the building department),
there response was “Oh well, if that is what you have to
do” Compliancy and the willingness to belly up to the
government is something I will not always understand.
I realized this person thinks I am a fool for believing in
my Constitutional Rights as the government is not going
to honor them. Maybe they are right. After all when has
anyone ever stood up to our government and survived?
All we are doing is kicking and screaming all the way
to the inevitable conclusion of government rule??!!!!?
Perhaps it is foolish to believe or want something other
than government rule, however it is not in my DNA to
‘Accept” oppression or rule. With all this being said, this
person opened my eyes by showing me just how easy it
is for our government to rule against us. With neighbors,
who follow due to compliancy, I do not stand a snowballs chance in hell to live free in Trinity and neither
does anyone else.
They said that Trinity was the last county to be brought
into compliance and the faster we accept the inevitable
the better things will be. Compliancy is a hangmans
noose and will choke the life out of us all. Why do we
have to be the last county to ‘Conform” why can’t we
be “The Last FREE County” in California??? With all
other counties under such heavy rule, they are not going
to willing allow us to be free. It is obvious as our county
is buckling under the pressure.
I cant decide if I am on a’ sinking ship’ or ‘ rising tide’.
I am leaning towards ‘sinking ship’ as my neighbor so
poignantly stated, “That is the way it is”, “Accept It”,
and lets move on!
			
Rocky Morales - Zenia

Judicial Grand Theft
I don’t usually open ‘attachments’ that I
receive in unsolicited emails; but this one was different. It is titled “Judge Johnson’s Loan Papers.” So
I opened it..., and this is what I found: In March of
2007 Weaverville attorney Elizabeth Johnson (and her
husband “Chuck”) borrowed nearly a quarter million
dollars from the Grants & Housing Rehabilitation Loan
Administrative Office in Weaverville. The money
was loaned to them through the ‘Business Assistance’
program so that they could re-open the Trinity Alps
Golf Course and Restaurant there in Weaverville.
Installments for ‘repayment’ of said loan were set at
$2,148.01 a month. Apparently though; the Johnsons
made only “four” payments on that loan; the last one
being received by the county on July 18, 2007. There
is still a balance due now of $240,197.63; plus interest! This file I received also contains copies of letters
that were mailed to the Johnsons by various administrators at the Grants & Housing Rehab Loan Office
requesting “repayment” of said loan. But judging by
the ‘wording’ in these letters..., it is sorely obvious that
the Johnsons were simply “ignoring” them. Letters
sent by Administrative Coordinator Cindy Link in ’07,
’08, and 09..., Ignored! Letters sent by Grants Administrator Rachel Allen.., Ignored! And letters sent by
Loan Administrator Patricia Mortensen also appear to
have been just “ignored” by the Johnsons. The last ‘attempt’ to collect the balance due on this loan appears to
have been made in a letter dated back on April 30, 2012
from then Trinity County CAO Wendy Tyler. However, there is no indication (at all) that Judge Elizabeth
Johnson (or, “Chuck”) have ever responded to any
of these letters. Wendy Tyler has since resigned her
position here; and so obviously- she is no longer pursuing this matter, either. According to the file (which I
am forwarding to the Trinity Gazette) Judge Johnson
(and “Chuck”) still owe this county $240,197.63; plus
interest! They haven’t made a payment in nine years!
So why isn’t the County Counsel or the District At-
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criminal! Who the hell is failing to do their job
never again vote for any Democrat. And while I
in Weaverville? This is just disgraceful! Elizado realize that Judge Michael Harper is indeed ‘a
beth Johnson is suppose to represent truth, honor, Democrat’ (who was ‘appointed’ judge here by our
fairness and justice here; but instead she epitoidiot governor); he’s still getting my vote! And
mizes the ‘very opposite’ of these traits. Need
should anyone else here want to learn a little more
I remind the people here that we are paying her
about local ‘sleaze lawyer’ James Underwood, or
$181,292.00 a year? She’s in her 4th year now!
Judge ‘evil Liz’ Johnson; then go to trinitygazette.
I’m no math wizard, but it sure looks to me like
net and click on edition 4, page 3- “Weaverville
she has just two and a half years remaining in her Lawyers,” or, edition 5, page 3 - “Library Libel,”
term as judge here, and I can’t think of a single
edition 13 - * “Message for Al Wilkins,” or, (my
reason why we would ever re-elect her. So when favorite), edition 19 - “Dump Judge Liz!” It’s all
taxes are subtracted from her ‘remaining inthere folks.
come’; we still (barely have time) to recover that 			
Steve Lindsay
$240,197.63 that she (and “Chuck”) are apparent- 			
Lewiston
ly “refusing” to repay to a bunch of complacent
hicks in Weaverville! WE WANT OUR MONEY “Please, please, please understand
BACK! The file that I received in my ‘inbox’
the following:
begins with a personal notation from somebody.
It says: WHY ISN’T ANYONE TALKING
If you were married to a Super Model who was
ABOUT THIS?! (So I just had to open it.) And I
gorgeous, and everyone kept telling you she was
just learned that the Trinity Journal did a ‘feature
fat and ugly, after a while would you doubt yourstory’ recently about the Johnson’s ‘golfer’ son.
self to think that she is fat and ugly?
Way to go Wayne! Thanks for keeping us all
Per that debt, the following three points apply:
informed here.
Enron promoted their profit and hid their debt.
		
Hamid Bombsaway
Government does the exact opposite: they pro		
Lewiston Projects
mote debt and hide profit.
Trinity Voters Beware
With the changes in government accounting over
the last 15 years, now they project out “liabilities”
Weaverville voters are some of the most 35 years cross-matched with 1 year of income. If
‘confused’ people on earth; and that’s why it takes Bill Gates, you, or I did the same, we all would
all the rest of us here in Trinity County to stop them look like we are on death’s financial door.
from screwing things up here any worse than what
Government back during the 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s
they have already done. Current judge candidate, had so much cash coming in the door they did not
(and Weaverville attorney), James M. Under- know what to do with it all. So, the scheme went
wood, is without a doubt the most dishonest man into effect of promoting debt, and then funding
I’ve encountered in Northern California. He is in that debt with their own cash: turning cash into
fact a ‘deceitful bully’ who not only lies to judges debt as an investment for them, and as a “parkin open court, but also uses the court system here ing zone” for that cash. Well, today if you start
to prosecute malicious lawsuits against innocent cross-matching that local and federal government
people. And he does it all for money! So I am debt with the investor of that debt, after connectpersonally appalled that this deceitful creep has ing the dots, you will find that 65% + of that debt
the audacity to think that he is somehow qualified is “self-funded” or cross-matched with other local
to land a taxpayer funded job here that would pay or federal investment funds. You may have the
him $180,000.00 a year! I witnessed first-hand county funding the city debt, and the same city
that James Underwood is courtroom lying scum funding the county debt. The enterprise operation
who should never be allowed to sit in judgment owned by the city may be funding the city debt, a
of anyone. Not even a child! Our problem right local government may have 500 million invested
now folks, is that his father was once a judge here with a bank, brokerage, or insurance company,
in this county; and the voters in Weaverville tend and that institution is now funding 500 million
to believe that they ‘must’ elect every member of of that same local government’s debt. A state
certain families here to lucrative positions; wheth- may have massive investment capital in China,
er they know what the hell they’re doing, or not! and now the same state will have the investment
James Underwood; (as disgustingly dishonest as manager in China fund the state’s new bond issue
he really is), is quite likely to garner a lot of sup- which makes the funding “look” like it is coming
port from the voters in Weaverville. Because they from China, and so on, and so on, and so on.
don’t care about ‘truth and justice’ here; or any of
The public was played as useful idiots per this
the rest of us, either. Weaverville voters tend to scheme with the one side of the coin promoted of
believe that if a businessman in ‘their town’ is a the debt. The public is now convinced that their
good person; then everyone else in that family gorgeous model wife is fat and ugly, when in fact
(in-laws included) are somehow “deserving,” of she is just as gorgeous as ever and even more so.
a lucrative position of authority here. Take the If government debt was cross-matched with govMorris family, for example: Who the hell is Judy ernment investments, and then offset against each
Morris? Is she from Trinity County? No. Did she other, you may just have 80% of that “government
go to school here? No. Apparently; her ‘only debt” evaporate with the stroke of a pen. Please
credentials’ to make decisions around here..., is don’t get caught into promoting the useful idiot
that first; “she was educated, (somewhere),” and line of government debt...
second; “she married a Morris!” That’s it folks!
Please share my comments with anyone you
She’s also an idiot Democrat who voted “against” know who is currently “promoting” the one-sided
the State of Jefferson here, too! So why do they view of the coin per government debt, and share
continue allowing her to make these ‘outsider’ with whomever else you think needs to know the
decisions in Weaverville that adversely affects all points brought forward above.
the rest of us? What the hell?! Was it a good 		
Walter Burien - CAFR1.com
idea for them to elect Al Wilkin’s “daughter” to
		
P. O. Box 2112
be our judge? Hell no it wasn’t! She is the most
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
deceitful and dishonest judge in Trinity County
history; and we still have two years left now before we can even get rid of her! Both she and her
sleaze partner, “James Underwood” are two of
the most dishonest professionals I’ve encountered
anywhere. (They disgraced Al’s law firm!) He
spent a lifetime promoting his honesty and integrity here; only to have his very own lying daughter (and James Underwood) soil his reputation!
And now.., they want to ‘renew’ their “crooked
partnership” in OUR courthouse! Not going to
happen James. I vowed 35 years ago that I would

On Your Team with Tom Fox
Constitutional Law
by Carl Miller:

Your Constitution is an Iron
Clad Contract, Enforceable in
any Court of Law.
U.S. Constitution, Article Six,
Clause 2 : This Constitution, and
the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in Pursuance
thereof; and all Treaties made,
under the Authority of the United
State, shall be the supreme Law
of the Land; and Judges in every
State shall be bound thereby, any
Thing in the Constitution or Laws
of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding. (The Supremacy

Clause of the U.S. Constitution)
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article One: Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Two: A well regulated Militia
being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Four: The right of the people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to be
seized.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Five : No person shall be held
to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or
naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service, in time of war, or
public danger; nor shall any person be subject, for the same offense, to be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled , in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; nor be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Six: In all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial
jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed,
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law; and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the
witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses
in his favor, and to have assistance of Counsel for his defense.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Seven: In suits at common law,
where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of
trial by jury shall be preserved; and no fact, tried by a jury, shall otherwise
re-examined in any Court of the United States than according to the rules
of common law.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Eight: Excessive bail shall not
be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishment inflicted.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Nine: The enumeration in the
Constitution of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people.
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article Ten: The powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
*“Doctrine of laches,” is based upon maxim that equity aids the vigilant
and not those who slumber on their rights.
* “ neglect or omission to do what one should do as warrants presumption that one has abandoned right or claim”, Eldridge v. Idaho State Penitentiary, 54 Idaho 213, 30 P .2d 781, 784
* “A failure to do something which should be done or to claim or enforce
a right at a proper time”, Hutchinson v. Kenney, C.C.A.N.C., 27 F.2d 254,
256. Black’s Law Eight Edition (2007) page 891 defines laches as: “1. Unreasonable delay in pursuing a right or claim—almost always an equitable
one—in a way that prejudices the party against whom relief is sought.”
Marbury v. Madison: 5 US 137 (1803):
“No provision of the Constitution is designed to be without effect,”
“Anything that is in conflict is null and void of law”, “Clearly, for a
secondary law to come in conflict with the supreme Law was illogical,
for certainly, the supreme Law would prevail over all other laws and
certainly our forefathers had intended that the supreme Law would be
the bases of all law and for any law to come in conflict would be null
and void of law, it would bear no power to enforce, it would bare no
obligation to obey, it would purport to settle as if it had never existed,
for unconstitutionality would date from the enactment of such a law,
not from the date so branded in an open court of law, no courts are
bound to uphold it, and no Citizens are bound to obey it. It operates as
a near nullity or a fiction of law.”
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Cannabis Reverses
Late-Stage Alzheimer’s
A

By Paul Fassa (NaturalNews)
lzheimer’s disease has become the third-leading disease cause of death, behind
heart disease and cancer. Its rate has risen almost exponentially over the past few
decades, and the numbers are expected to triple by 2050. Meanwhile, Big Pharma is
clueless, which is a blessing in disguise, as some more effective, less expensive and
less toxic remedies are slipping through the cracks. You’ve probably read about the
positive effects of coconut oil’s medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs) to produce ketones
that energize brain cells in lieu of dysfunctional brain metabolism. And there are herbs
from traditional Chinese medicine and Ayurveda that are helpful, while Big Pharma
flounders with failures to create a profitable Alzheimer’s pharmaceuticals that might
help more than harm. But now there is another effective non-pharmaceutical solution
to add: cannabis. In an anecdotal case of cannabis ameliorating symptoms of late-stage
Alzheimer’s victims are a handful to manage. They are the senior citizen counterparts to
autistic children. A daughter tells the arduous caretaker story of managing her mother’s
final stages of Alzheimer’s by getting her on medical marijuana and off pharmaceuticals. Her mother arrived at her Oregon home in really bad shape with Alzheimer’s with
a prognosis of six months to live. This older lady was not the type who took advantage
of holistic medicine and organic foods and supplements. In addition to her Alzheimer’s,
she was on several other medications for other ailments. But the crafty inclusion of
some home-cooked organic meals and cannabis while taking care of her produced very
positive results. Her cognitive abilities improved considerably, and she became much
more sociable and cooperative instead of feisty, angry, inappropriate and antisocial,
which are all symptoms of Alzheimer’s, in addition to the gross absence of memory. Her
mother did pass away peacefully and lovingly at age 83 after the mother-daughter bond
was firmly re-established. In other words, she exited the earthly realm in a much better
state than if she had not been exposed to cannabis treatments. Beyond anecdotal: Scientific studies support this woman’s story. A 2013 in vivo (mice) study in Spain, one of the
vanguards for cannabis research, did a study on cannabis for Alzheimer’s entitled “CB2
cannabinoid receptor agonist ameliorates Alzheimer-like phenotype in A[beta]PP/PS1
mice.” The researchers concluded that “the present study lends support to the idea that
stimulation of CB2 [cannabinoid] receptors ameliorates several altered parameters in
Alzheimer’s disease such as impaired memory and learning, neuroinflammation, oxidative stress damage and oxidative stress responses, selected tau kinases, and tau hyperphosphorylation around plaques.” But that’s not the only recent Alzheimer’s study that
has come to similar conclusions. Scientists at Sarasota, Florida’s independent Roskamp
Institute came up with the most advanced understanding of Alzheimer’s mechanics and
how cannabis demonstrates efficacy without toxic side effects. Their study was preceded by similar cannabis efficacy results for Alzheimer’s by Neuroscience Research
Australia and Ohio State University (OSU). Gary Wenk, Ph.D., professor of neuroscience, immunology and medical genetics at OSU, told TIME, “I’ve been trying to find a
drug that will reduce brain inflammation and restore cognitive function in rats for over
25 years; cannabinoids are the first and only class of drugs that have ever been effective.” Wenk added, “I think that the perception about this drug is changing and in
the future people will be less fearful.” Let’s hope so.

On Your Team

Elect

Thomas “Tom” Fox
530-739-8646

Your Trinity County District 2 Supervisor
Shephard’s Citations: A group of reporters that go through and keep track of all court
cases that have come before the courts, especially the Supreme Court and they clarify,
before the court, all the cases. All cases which have cited Marbury v. Madison case, to
the Supreme Court has not ever been over turned. See Shephard’s Citation of Marbury
v. Madison. Title 5, US Code Sec. 556(d), Sec. 557, Sec. 706: Courts lose jurisdiction if
they do not follow Due Process Law. Title 18, US Code Sec. 2381: In the presents of two
or more witnesses of the same overt act, or in an open court of law, if you fail to timely
move to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States and honor your oath
of office, you are subject to the charge of capital felony treason. These are MAXIMS
of law and you must know them ……. Study and stay FREE! This is homework for
our next class on the Constitution on May 7th (first Saturday)to be held from:1 pm to 4
pm at Round Table Pizza 120 Nugget Lane, Weaverville, California, Guest speaker Mr.
B E Smith, Presented by Trinity County North West Chapter of the United States Civil
Defense Association Please call Captain Thomas Fox 530-739-8646 or Captain Russ
Griner 530-623-2931 to register as seating is limited to 45 people.

MEET THE CANDIDATES
SERIES - PART I

Diane Richards - Candidate for Supervisor District 5 West Hayfork, Hyampom, South Trinity
Continued from pg 1

solutions and then working relentlessly until it becomes
reality. One of which I am particularly proud of is now the
number one project on the USFS program of work within
the Shasta-Trinity Forest which will implement 1000 miles
of shaded fuel breaks along our counties roads. That means
a lot of jobs, lumber for our mill and homes, and a safer
healthier forest.
What is your stance on cannabis and as it pertains to
this county?
Truthfully, until not long ago, I was anti-cannabis. Period. But folks kept showing me how cannabis is truly a
medicine helping countless people with maladies nothing
else can, like epilepsy and malignant melanoma. I asked a
friend, who was a very capable worker within the ranching
and forestry industries at one time, why did they grow cannabis? He said, “I need to put food on the table. We don’t
log, we don’t ranch, we don’t mine anymore here.” That
was the beginning of my transformation of a nay-sayer
into a believer. A group of local cannabis cultivators came
to me and asked for my help saying they felt they had no
voice here and that my political activism could help them
communicate with the people of Trinity. I felt I had to say
yes. I began to hold monthly meetings around the county
attended by two Supervisors for a year. Although the Supervisors let us down with not fulfilling their promises to
help, we went forward with our ideas for self-regulation
within the county and I filed an initiative now circulating
petitions known as the Trinity County Commercial Medical Marijuana Initiative. I believe that the people should
decide such important issues at the ballot box. Let the people decide yes or no. If you think medical cannabis produced in a sustainable and organic method has a place here
in our communities, vote yes, if not, vote no.
What is your opinion on the economic state of this
county?
It’s a disaster ripe for bankruptcy. This year the county was
forced to put $44 million dollars of debt onto the backs
of the taxpayers and the next generation due to unfunded
liabilities for government worker pensions. I had warned
the Board of Supervisors many times that the CalPers pension fund investments were unrealistically calculated. I
told them there is no way the fund investments could be
earning 7% when all market funds were around 2% or less.
Now the chickens have come home to roost. So now the
county is $73 million dollars in debt. One by one, counties
and cities in California are being forced to declare bankruptcy due to these miscalculations. We must be proactive
and reorganize our financial priorities because if we do not
we will be unable to pay any workers and that includes the
Sheriff’s Dept. Right now, the county road crew has a budget of $200,000 which only covers 5 workers for the entire
county! Meanwhile, their boss, Rick Tippet, just received
approval from the Board of Supervisors to spend $400,000
on a “study” for roundabout on Highway 3 in Weaverville.
If that is not insanity, I don’t know what is. One of my missions should the voters elect me, is to find out where $110
million dollars a year is going really.
Do you have solutions for the crime we are seeing
within your District?
I believe that the war on drugs has birthed a criminal element just as Prohibition of alcohol birthed the organized
crime syndicates, the Mafia, decades ago. I mean without
the war on drugs would there even be a drug cartel? Once
alcohol became legal again, the thugs moved onto other
criminal activities. Putting regulations into place to level
the playing field, stabilize prices, and protect the environment should also reduce crime significantly as well as protect the community as people once shunned can become
productive members of our society. Prop 47 caused the
prisons to be emptied of inmates that were serving time for
misdemeanors but the truth is their convictions were plea
bargains down from felonies. Many are dangerous criminals and now they are wreaking havoc on every community in California. The economy also has people desperate
for any way to get money. Regulating a legal cannabis agricultural industry will provide jobs and a way for many to
become mainstream instead of “underground”.
What is your opinion and any solutions regarding the
condition of the Shasta-Trinity Forest?
There is no doubt that the Shasta-Trinity Forest is badly
mismanaged and a ticking time bomb. We are facing catastrophic fires that will look like an atom bomb went off.
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The Best After School Program For Kids
Zenia - If you and
your kids really are
looking for a dream
come true program
where kids can learn
life lessons while
learning how to ride
and care for horses,
come on down to
Zenia and visit the Gund homestead! Jim Gund’s
program also specializes in helping autistic kids
open up their world with the help of his students
and some really amazing horses. But then again,
most horses are miraculous once you get to know
them. Kids must learn how to groom and care for
the horses and clean the barn and the tack as part
of the process to learn how to ride. They gain confidance and pride while learning how to get along

with others in a respectful yet fun way. Gund also
teaches woodworking. The kids learn how to make
their own tack boxes and other neat wood projects all
while surrounded by beautiful and loving horses.

The tack wall where kids maintain their tack in
perfect loving condition

An example of the tack boxes the kids
learn to make

Diane Richards and her guardian ranch dogs
Such a fire will be impossible to outrun for humans or animals. We must reduce the fuel loads
in our forest from 200 tons per acre to 50 tons
or less. Shaded fuel breaks is one very effective method. Another one is following laws put
into place by Congress such as Special Salvage
Timber Sales for small firms to get reduced cost
contracts so we can get private firms back into
the forest logging timber that must come out.
Another one is the free timber law for local residents; an example is the past two offerings of free
firewood which I personally negotiated needs to
be stepped up significantly.
Are there any other pressing issues within the
county?
The number one issue is water. Right now, the
California legislature and Governor Brown have
passed the Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act which gives the local government authority to regulate groundwater and enforce metering of private wells. This is contrary to all water
law from the beginning of this country. We need
strong leadership on our Board of Supervisors to
hold back Sacramento and Los Angeles interests
from violating our private property rights and our
rights as a county of water origin. They need us,
we do not need them contrary to what the local
government is pushing.
Can you share some interesting or fun facts
about yourself? Your family?
My number one career is being a mother to my
six children including a set of triplets. Two of
the triplets have become Hayfork Volunteer firefighters and EMTs and I am super proud of them.
My daughter ran for Assessor last election cycle
and is very politically active to help our county.
I am an accomplished artist and used to have exhibits across the USA. Believe it or not, I am one
of a few female certified emissions technicians
in California and helped establish the Bay Area
enhanced emissions reduction program and I am
a car crazy gal!

The kids riding helmets line the wall above special
custom saddles that help them learn to ride

Jim Gund and one of the kids’ favorite a warmblood giant bay gelding standing over 17 hands
tall with a marshmellow temperament

Presidential Candidates on Pot
Will the next president continue the federal government’s
increasingly mellow approach to marijuana? Or restart the
drug war? Here’s where the presidential candidates stand
on pot:
Hillary Clinton
She has said she supports medical marijuana and wants to
reclassify marijuana from a Schedule 1 drug to Schedule
2 (medicinal value, highly addictive) so researchers can
do more studies on health effects, positive and negative,
of cannabis. She says states should be allowed to vote to
legalize and regulate adult, recreational use. “But I want
to see what the states learn from that experience, because
there are still a lot of questions we still have to answer
on the federal level,” Clinton said last month on ABC’s
“Jimmy Kimmel Live.”
Bernie Sanders
He introduced legislation last fall that would remove marijuana from the Controlled Substances Act, which would
let states regulate marijuana. The bill has no co-sponsors
and doesn’t appear to be moving.
“In my view, states should have the right to regulate marijuana the same way that state and local laws now govern
sales of alcohol and tobacco,” Sanders said last fall.
Ted Cruz
He has said that while he personally opposes the legalization of marijuana, he believes states should be able to decide their own cannabis policies. But he has also criticized
the Obama administration for deciding not to enforce
the federal prohibition on marijuana when Colorado and
Washington voters legalized recreational use.
John Kasich
He has opposed medical marijuana in the past, but recently said he is open to it.
As for legalizing recreational use, he told radio host
Hugh Hewitt that he is totally opposed and as president
he would “lead a significant campaign down at the grass
roots level to stomp these drugs out of our country.” Yet in
the same interview he said he recognized states’ rights.
Donald Trump
He is “100%” in favor of medical marijuana, he said on
Fox News’ “The O’Reilly Factor” in February.
On that same show, he hedged on the question of legalizing marijuana for adult use, saying it’s good in some ways,
bad in others. However, last fall he told Nevada voters
that he supports letting states decide whether they want to
legalize adult recreational use.
For more on the candidates’ thoughts on marijuana, check
out the analysis by legalization advocates the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws and the
Marijuana Policy Project.

Bizarre Wilderness Experience
Inspires New Young-Adult Fantasy
Novel
PRESS RELEASE - MAR 15, 2016
An encounter with wild horses in a remote mountain wilderness area on a winter night was the inspiration for a new YA
fantasy trilogy titled ‘DARK STALLIONS - Legend of the
Centaurians’. Proceeds from book sales will support rescue,
sanctuary and advocacy for Wild and domestic horses.
Yreka, CA, March 15, 2016 (Newswire.com) - ‘DARK
STALLIONS – Legend of the Centaurians’ is the first work
of fiction by author William E. Simpson II and it is being released on March 15th 2016. DARK STALLIONS – Legend
of the Centaurians is now available at AMAZON.
When author William E. Simpson II took up residence in
the rugged mountain wilderness on the Oregon – California
border with his wife Laura, he never expected what was to
come next. They had acquired land that was in an area that
was shrouded with mysteries and Indian lore, including the
legendary ‘Big-Foot’.
But after having completed a four-year 18,000 mile voyage
at sea in 2011, that had William and Laura living for months
at remote uninhabited islands in the Sea of Cortez and experiencing the wonders and tempests of deep blue Pacific,
what could be more terrifying than thirty-foot seas, a fiftyfoot killer whale swimming under your sailboat, or scuba
diving at night with sharks?
“It was a moonless night in early January when I went outside with my flashlight to investigate some strange sounds.
I must admit that it’s a bit spooky being out at night in the
middle of a remote mountain wilderness in the dark and
alone. But at the same time, there is something magical
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about being alone in the wilderness at night
under an infinite canopy of stars.
Suddenly in the blackness just beyond the
range of my flashlight, a large dark silhouette
moved.
I froze as the hair on the back of my neck
stood on-end as if I were being electrocuted. It was at that moment that I saw a huge
pair of piercing blue eyes staring at me. The
eyes seemed to be hovering about seven-feet

above the ground. I was initially terrified...
was it Big Foot? Suddenly several sets of
these ‘eyes’ were looking at me. As I began to
regain my composure, I could make-out the
outlines of three black and charcoal-grey stallions hovering in the darkness, watching me...
‘Dark Stallions’...
As I drew nearer, I could see that these ‘Dark
Stallions’ were a bachelor band of three wild
stallions that had come up to visit our homestead.
That night when I retired, I had a vivid dream
about these ‘Dark Stallions’ and an immortal being, Jack Walker. In a galactic instant,
Jack Walker’s life flashed through my mind
as my head lay on the pillow. The following
morning I felt compelled to tell Jack Walker’s
story, so I started writing.
I am pleased to note that a portion of the sales
proceeds from this book will be donated to
non-profit organizations, such as Safe Haven Horse Rescue and Sanctuary, who are
dedicated to providing advocacy, rescue and
sanctuary for wild and domestic horses and
burros.” ~ William E. Simpson II
Dark Stallions – Legend of the Centaurians
is an exciting new YA fantasy trilogy and is
based on a new mythology and contains seven original illustrations.
More about William E. Simpson II and Dark
Stallions: https://www.facebook.com/

Diebold Machines:
Election Fraud

continued from page 1

electronic voting systems after a “top-to-bottom review
of the voting machines certified for use in California in
March 2007.” In April 2007, the Maryland General Assembly voted to replace paperless touchscreen voting
machines with paper ballots counted by optical scanners, effective in time for the 2010 general (Novem-

ber) elections. The law, signed by the Governor in May
2007, was made contingent on the provision of funding by no later than April 2008. The Governor included
such funding in his proposed budget in January 2008,
but the funding was defeated by the state House in July
2008.
In March 2009, California Secretary of State Debra
Bowen decertified Diebold’s GEMS version 1.18.19 after the Humboldt County Election Transparency Project
discovered that GEMS had silently dropped 197 ballots
from its tabulation of a single precinct in Eureka, California. The discovery was made after project members
conducted an independent count using the ballot counting program Ballot Browser.
Kirk MacKenzie of Citizens Newswire alerted his
readers to watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=t75xvZ3osFg This 8-minute video proves
Diebold machines allow election fraud. Since this 2014
video was produced, I believe Diebold changed the
ownership and name of the voting machine portion of
their business. That does not mean, however, the fraud
stopped. Recall, Diebold is the principle suppler of
ATM machines and has been in bed with the NYC banking interests from the start. I believe history will prove
the chad debate was a false flag operation to replace
the secure voting system we had—punched cards with
a paper trail and unalterable hole punches—with remotely manipulatable electronic units. The two Skull &
Bones men, Bush and Gore, were part of the scam.
Republic Broadcasting went even further into these very
serious implications: While the Controlled Mass Media
continue to brainwash Americans with why Trump is
bad, Cruz is good and Hillary is the one the people really want; that Trump can’t beat her but Cruz can, the
following brief lesson in Electronic Vote Fraud 101 displays what will be the tool to prove them right. It also is
the convincing evidence of why the
antiquated method
of elimination of
an undesirable via
bullets or a plane
crash is no longer
necessary.
The voter should
watch the above
mentioned video
and then copy or
photograph their
ballot to preserve
the integrity of
the vote in what
is surely to be the
election of the century.
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U.S. Dept. of Justice publishes horrifying statements from victims of the criminal
cancer industry ... Constant, unbearable pain while oncologist made millions
By Julie Wilson

France bans glyphosate products with
harmful co-formulants after yanking
Roundup from garden centers by: Isabelle Z.
(NaturalNews) France is instituting a ban on glyphosate products that are mixed with certain additives, because of the risk
they pose to human health. This news comes just two months
after the French ecology minister, Segolene Royal, called for
such a ban to be put in place. The French Food, Environmental
and Occupational Health & Safety Agency informed manufacturers that herbicides that combine glyphosate and tallow
amine will soon be banned. The body’s deputy director general, Francoise Weber, said that the move came in response to
a declaration by the European Food Safety Agency (EFSA)
that the combination posed bigger risks compared to glyphosate on its own. Tallow amine is a surfactant that is added to
glyphosate-based herbicides to boost their efficacy. It is part
of Monsanto’s Roundup, which will be affected by the ban.
The company is calling the move “political,” and insists that
the chemical is safe despite evidence to the contrary, such
as a 2006 study that showed it caused “alterations in respiratory surfaces” in animals. France banned Roundup sales
in garden centers last June because of its link to cancer, and
Royal has pushed for an outright ban on herbicides containing
glyphosate across the EU.Back in November, EFSA rejected
the claim by the World Health Organization’s International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) that glyphosate was
a “possible carcinogen,” but conceded that the adverse health
effects of herbicides could stem from the inclusion of other coformulants. Glyphosate can poison Europe for another seven
years; The European Parliament recently backed re-authorizing glyphosate for another seven years, which falls short of the
15 originally requested, but is still quite a long time for these
toxic substances to be allowed in the environment. Although
they stated that its use should only be limited to professionals,
and advised that it not be used in public locations like playgrounds and parks, the move is being met with quite a lot of
criticism in the face of the growing scientific body of evidence
that proves the chemical to be dangerous. Monsanto has a history of covering up glyphosate dangers. Both the European
Commission and Monsanto have known since the 1980s that
the substance has been linked to birth defects, but the findings
were dismissed by the EC. Glyphosate has also been connected to endocrine disruption and various types of cancer, such
as non-Hodgkin lymphoma. It can also damage DNA, and is
a neurotoxin. It’s not just human health that is affected; it can
be retained in soil and harm soil ecology and fertility. Its high
water solubility puts aquatic wildlife at risk; it has been shown
to kill off several species of frogs and adversely affect water
quality. It has also been shown to contaminate ground water
supplies in the U.S. and Spain. A study from the University
of Caen showed that the inert ingredients in Roundup, such
as tallow amine, amplified its toxic effect on human cells, and
this effect was even noted at concentrations far more diluted
than what is typically used on lawns and farms. Monsanto was
quick to call this study flawed, but the molecular biologist
who headed the study, Gilles-Eric Seralini, said that the study
used standard toxicological methods, and the study stood up to
three rounds of rather rigorous peer review. Despite being the
subject of a smear campaign by Monsanto, Seralini continued
to study the chemical and received a Whistleblower Award in
2015 for his efforts. Of course, glyphosate isn’t the only toxic
chemical lurking in the food many of us buy and eat. The book
Food Forensics by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, uncovers
many of these hidden dangers, and outlines actionable steps to
help you avoid these foods and their harmful side effects. The
French ban is certainly a good start, but the use of this dangerous substance is still remarkably widespread. One can only
hope that other countries will soon follow suit to protect the
health of their citizens.
Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/053732_France_
glyphosate_regulatory_ban.html#ixzz46R0Sqds0

(NaturalNews) For years, Dr. Farid Fata of Detroit, Michigan, gave patients harmful and painful
cancer treatments they did not need, all so he could bill insurance companies for the services, and in
turn, put more money in his pocket. No one knows for sure how many people he tortured and killed
in this way, but Fata was ultimately sentenced to 45 years in federal prison for violating the trust
of more than 550 patients, and stealing $17 million from the government via fraudulent billings,
according to the Detroit Free Press. Fata told people that they had cancer when they didn’t, and in
some instances, subjected them to years of needless chemotherapy and radiation. He also continued
prescribing those same harmful treatments to patients he knew weren’t going to survive anyway.
His scam, which is described as one of the most egregious cases of medical fraud in history, only
came to an end after one of his many physician’s assistants noticed something was very wrong about
Fata’s practice, eventually discovering that the doctor had wrongfully and purposefully diagnosed a
patient with cancer. It’s been nearly a year since Fata was locked up, and his family allowed to leave
the U.S. But the suffering he caused still continues. A report released by the U.S. Department of
Justice includes Victim Impact Statements detailing their horrifying experiences as a result of Fata’s
crimes. The writers of the statements were given the choice to include their full names, initials, or
neither. The following are just a handful of testimonies given by victims or their families.
•In late December ... we wanted to quit chemo. Dr. Fata ushered us right away into his private
office. ... He told us ... in quitting the chemo we should prepare for end of life care! My Mother-inlaw ... decided to continue with the chemo ... Feb 4th. ... The doctors at HFM told us that they had
never seen such high levels of ... chemo in one person, that it was off the charts! ... she ... passed
away ... not even 24 hours later. ... I believe that she could have had a passing more on her own
terms without all the suffering from chemo. (Rene and Robert Beaupre, Daughter-in-law/Son of
Patient).
•My mother ... was a patient of Farid Fata. He diagnosed her with cancer and offered her and the
family false hope that she would be able to survive it. He diagnosed and treated her for ovarian and pancreatic cancer. ... He said she can survive this. ... She sat through countless hours of
chemotherapy and several visits ... in the hospital due to the dosage of chemotherapy. Fata had
convinced her that it would cure her. ... Farid Fata stole from my mother her ability to make the
final decisions regarding her life by offering a false hope of a cure. ... It was indeed pancreatic
cancer [not ovarian cancer]. ... After [she was informed that her pancreatic cancer was inoperable] she quickly deteriorated. ... Farid Fata shortened [my] mother’s life and took away her
choices by misleading her to believe she had a curable cancer. (Wendy Lukianoff, Daughter-inlaw of Patient)
•When my mom saw Fata he told her that she had cancer, but not to worry because he was ... utilizing technologies that other doctors didn’t even know about ... if she went through treatment with
him, she had an excellent chance of being cured. ... A surgeon who had to operate on my mom,
numerous times, as a result of Fata’s incorrect “treatments” told us that she needed to stop chemo
because it was killing her. But Fata would come into the hospital, and lie to us, telling us chemo
was her only hope, that it was actually shrinking her tumor, and that she HAD to start treatment
back up as soon as she was released from the hospital if she wanted to live. ... My mom wanted to
live so badly ... and believed Fata was trying to help her. (Writer Requested Anonymity, Family
Member of Patient)
Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/053749_chemotherapy_victims_Dr_Farid_Fata_medical_fraud.html#ixzz46UHEYOt1

CalPers Washes Hands of Unfunded Liabilities
continued from pg 1

“mitigate the risk” CalPers had quietly instituted a policy of gradually increasing the exposure of
local municipalities (cities/counties) payments to decrease the funding gap, CalPers referred to this
as “fund smoothing”. However this action is more than a day late and a dollar short. With the recent
revelations of the ratio of retirees pension payments to current workers paying into the fund and the
“true” shortfall exposed like a raw nerve, it is apparent that CalPers is, was and will be insolvent.
To compound this financial earthquake, it was uncovered the fund managers have been overvaluing
the actuarial assessments of CalPer’s holdings by as much as 40% in some cases. CalPers already
devastated by the sub-prime loan crisis that crippled it’s real estate holdings was hit hard again the
last few years as the junk bond and currency markets began to flat line. This left CalPers with only
it’s energy investment portfolio as a viable instrument for interest return. With the United Nation’s
mandated withdrawal out of traditional energy sectors (coal/oil) and forced investment in notoriously unprofitable “green energy” alternatives CalPers had become a dead man walking. With this
information regarding CalPers and it’s financial viability coming to light this panic move to “restructure” is nothing more than the death throws of a drowning man. While CalPers may be able to
maintain the image of solvency by unloading it’s debt on local governments, it is really doing no
more than hooking itself to a respirator. There is no realistic financial model in which California
Cities and Counties can absorb the financial trouncing they are about to take. In short, if CalPers
debt was a 400 lb., spoiled, diabetic, fat kid with a temper…then the cities and counties are a six
year old girl holding the world’s last lolly pop. It is that bad. With the recent Stockton bankruptcy
opinion that local municipalities can in fact break open pension piggy banks in bankruptcy proceedings, it will swiftly become expedient to do so. To add insult to injury, local governments can
now declare bankruptcy specifically to mitigate unfunded retirement debt. When this happens, the
pension holder, the human being at the pointy end of the stick who has worked their whole life, will
be left without a pot to piss in. In bankruptcy proceedings, pensioners become known as unsecured
creditors and are sent to the back of the line to receive payment which averages .03 cents on the
dollar if anything at all.
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Dogs Demand Freedom From Seatbelts While Driving

And that All Cars Must Be Convertibles

Guv Brown Parole Board has
RELEASED 1923 Prisoners with LIFE
Sentences (Not a Typo)
about the 1,963 releases: “With the dramatic rise in parole, The
Times also found a disturbing increase in revocations.” Yes, the
very inmates the Parole Board concluded should be freed from their
life sentences and released on society returned to a life of crime, including drug use, domestic violence, theft, even attempted murder.
While putting killers on the streets the confused Guv Brown is signing bills to limit your abilities to protect yourself by using your Second Amendment rights. He does not care, he has round the clock
armed guards.

Lewiston Residents
Want to Know When
Will this dangerous
hole alongside the road
be dealt with by
Lewiston Municipal
Water Company?
Before someone gets
hurt? or After?

HAYFORK VFW POST
Breakfast Fundraiser
Every 3rd Saturday
8 - 11 am
Eggs, bacon, biscuits
& gravy, pancakes
orange juice, toast &
coffee served to order!
NOW RECRUITING
VETERANS TO JOIN!
VFW VETS MEET
6PM 2nd TUES of month

